
1.Introduction

The two photographs illustrate at a glance

the uniqueness of Abu Dhabi.  Within the

span of 25-30 years, a totally new city has

risen ... “from mud village to Manhattan”.

 All that is left of old Abu Dhabi is the old

fort  (Qasr Al Hosn), which is now a

working museum.  Nothing else remains,

although some may say that there was

little to preserve.  Even the geographic

confines of Abu Dhabi island has not only

been extensively enlarged by reclamation,

but the entire level of the land has been

raised throughout the island by up to one

meter with few exceptions.  It is therefore

evident that there has been neither the

spectrum nor the basic building blocks

with their historic "evolution" that are

normally intrinsic to the development of a

vernacular architecture or an urban fabric

that suggests a sense of belonging.

Architecture and its context are normally

inextricably inter-linked. However, it is our

premise that in the context of this region

in particular and the Middle East in general,

there can often be no natural evolution in

the development of an architectural

vernacular.  The reason is very simple

and can be seen from the two photographs

of the city of the past and of the present.

The key change lies in the fact that

traditional architecture was basically low

rise and inward looking onto well controlled

and defined spaces, whereas the new

architecture is almost by definition outward

looking and more often high rise.  This

dramatic change is also the outcome of

the total change in the building blocks or

basic tenants of present day cities on all

fronts including built-form, building heights,

transportation networks, infrastructure,

etc.

Such far-reaching change is not confined

to architecture but also to the people and

culture as well.   With respect to culture,

the evolutionary process has also been

cut short.  During the same time span of

25-30 years a basically nomadic desert

culture with little foreign influence has

been replaced by an urban one with a

very large foreign intervention.  This applies

a little more to Abu Dhabi than Dubai,

which traditionally always had some-what

urban culture.

What we are concerned with here is

contemporary “Urban Architecture” for the

UAE and Arab/Islamic world in general.

The emphasis is on the resulting urban

fabric, which is what gives cities their

particular image or identity.  I must

emphasize it is not the individual one-off

high prestige building, but rather the impact

of individual buildings when grouped

together ‘on the whole’.  What we are

concerned with is to achieve a harmonious

inter-action or marriage between

Architecture and its urban framework,

which is the city (and the planning of the

city).  My academic and professional

background embraces both professions

(Architecture and Urban Planning) and it

is this background that often encourages

and perhaps allows me to deal with this

issue which I believe is crit ical.

In principle, architects and urban planners

have had the unique opportunity in Abu
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Dhabi of having a basically free hand on
virgin territory.  Unfortunately, Abu Dhabi
city did not commission a professional city
planning study in the early years and for
Architects there would seem to be a true
crisis of confidence here as in the
Arab/Islamic world in general.  Architects
like many others are reverting to the past
and to the regions’ “glorious history”
because they are so disappointed with the
present Western controlled and dominated
culture.  In general, throughout the Middle
East, local architects in their effort to break
away have either gone for:
A revival of Arab/Islamic architecture in
neo-classical terms by borrowing from
major mosques, palaces, madrasas,
caravan sarays etc. and applying them to
modern buildings of differing function with
the subsequent irrelevance of form to
function.
Or have applied elements of historical
decorations or motifs to totally modern
buildings thus rendering them out of
context and funfair like.
On the other hand, at the other extreme
have totally discarded the requirements
of the local culture and environment and
have borrowed wholesale from Western
architecture often in the form of curtain
wall glass blocks.

Clearly there are exceptions, but in general
this is not good enough, architecture is a
language and we in the Middle East must
have our distinct language albeit within
the framework of the global language,
from which we cannot and should not
escape.

The point being made in this introduction
is that Architecture in Abu Dhabi in
particular must be seen from this very
unique, unusual and to some extent unreal
perspective.

With the above context in mind, this
presentation is divided as follows:

A look into the historical context and a

brief review of the traditional Arab/Islamic
city is introduced to see where they differ
and what we can learn for consideration
today.

This is fol lowed by a review of
contemporary Architecture in Abu Dhabi
and in particular look at the constraints
and opportunities within its urban
framework which are directly related to
the resulting architecture.

Finally a review of case studies in Abu
Dhabi.  We shall look first into high rise
commercial/residential buildings subject
to planning constraints.  These constitute
the bulk of buildings in the city and give it
its image.  This will be followed with a
review of buildings not subject to this
constraint.

If time allows I will also review briefly a
case study in Baghdad.  The Abi Nawas
Development Project, a very large scale
terrace housing development which as a
principle when repeated as a built form
could give a city its distinctive urban image
(comparison with Georgian, Victorian,
Regency terrace developments in
England).

2.Historical Context For Architecture
and  Urban Devlopement: Evolution or
Revolution.

There is a little time available to dwell on
this subject and it will be dealt with as an
overview. A glance at the two photograph
of Abu Dhabi, illustrates that architecture
and its urban context were in harmony be
it for housing or for public buildings, souks,
mosques, madrasas as all were basically
inward looking.  This is not unique to old
Abu Dhabi. This characteristic is repeated
as a principle in all Arab/Islamic cities until
the earlier part of this century. There lies
the very reason for the success of both
architecture and cities in their time- that
is through harmony not conflict in form

and in socio-cultural issues.

In the contemporary city, there is an
overwhelming change in the urban context
for Architecture.  In essence society and
by inference its architecture now insist on
being “outward looking” as opposed to
being traditionally “inward looking”.  This
basic revolution in approach, as opposed
to evolution in the process of development,
results in numerous dichotomies,
particularly when considering social and
cultural norms and relating them to the
built environment.  The former often
remains fairly traditional and does not
reflect the changing requirements or
principles of the built environment.
Architecture after all must, to be successful,
have a clear relationship between the
socio/cultural norms and requirements
and the physical interpretation. Our thesis
is that there is little harmony between
these issues at present and they are often
at odds with one another.  The actual
development process is in truth one of
revolutionary not evolutionary change and
as is the case in politics, revolutions tend
to take quite a few generations to find their
mark and integrate them into their
particular environment.  Thus building on
or attempting to evolve from traditional
Arab/Islamic architecture is not in itself a
practical or realistic approach in the present
day.

In contrast, the western city and its built
environment have continuously evolved
to date, even when built in the confines of
city walls. Under any present day
circumstances, what needs to be
understood is that the basic criteria or
elements of the western city be it at the
level of the outward looking built
environment, transportation network and
system or facilities and infrastructure, apply
to cities throughout the world.   A totally
separate approach for the Arab/Islamic
City is not by itself a viable proposition.
However what is missing is a genuine
understanding of the differences at the
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planning level that can be meaningfully
incorporated into the Arab/Islamic city to
address the socio-cultural and climatic
particulars of the region and lead to a new
contemporary architecture of relevance
and belonging to the region.  Thus the
contemporary Arab City is still searching
for its framework.

Another issue relating to the historical
context is that most cities have old parts
within the new. Although Abu Dhabi is the
exception, we do need to look into the
appropriate integration of the older parts
within the modern Arab/Islamic City.
Modern interventions in old traditional parts
of important cities are not sensitive,
invariably trying to convert basically inward
looking buildings especially mosques,
souks, madrasas into buildings to be
viewed from outside.  In our terminology
this is referred to as the “cathedral
complex”, namely the viewing and image
of buildings to be seen from afar and in
basic isolation from their immediate
environment.

In the UAE a typical example of this can
be seen in Dubai in the Shindaga area
where Shaikh Saeed Bin Maktoum’s house
now stands conserved but isolated on its
own. In all such cases, this has resulted
in the destruction of the old adjacent urban
fabric and converted buildings that are
meant to be viewed from near and from
inside with the implicit emphasis on detail
and substantial time. Instead they are
considered to be viewed from afar, set
free from their close and closed urban
setting and viewed effectively at speed,
often from vehicles.  This element of time,
in terms of observing and living with
buildings is rarely considered or thought
off.

The same error has been repeated in most
Arab cities where major mosques, palaces,
madrasas and even housing have been
conserved in isolation, with the destruction
of their traditional urban surrounds so as

to expose them as monuments.  The
importance of conserving the entire urban
fabric cannot be over-emphasized.  The
individual unit is generally meaningless
and the present day approach represents
a major loss to our heritage.  Old parts
within Arab/Islamic cities should be
conserved as a whole, often modified in
use, but not dealt with in the above
piecemeal manner. New development can
be adjacent to the old parts, and good
examples of this approach can be found
in innumerable Italian cities.

To summarize this section, instead of
coming to terms with the change, there is
and remains a trend in the Arab/Islamic
world to pursue for idealistic and romantic
reasons, the norms or features of
traditional architecture.  That is not to say
that specific elements and features of
traditional architecture cannot or should
not be incorporated or modified to fit into
contemporary architecture.  However
attempting to evolve from such architecture
on its own is not a practical or relevant
approach to the present day context.  As
we will discuss, this approach is basically
superficial and often leads to pastiche.

3.Constraints and Opportunities on
Architecture Quality

Following on the earlier discourse, we
shall review the direct link between
architectural quality and its planning
framework with few of the intrinsic
problems in the present situation in Abu
Dhabi.  It is the view of the author that the
planning framework has not been well
conceived in the context of a workable
long-term framework.

 With this in mind, you will appreciate why
we continue the discourse by reviewing
the existing planning framework particularly
in terms of its direct impact on architectural
quality.  This is based on the view that the
history of architecture in Abu Dhabi over

the past 30 years is governed to a
considerable extent by constraints as well
as missed opportunities inherent in these
constraints.

Specific factual issues with a direct impact
on architectural quality are reviewed and
we can be more clearly objective here
because one is dealing mainly with facts.
 These inc lude town p lann ing
considerations, commercial considerations
and the influence of building life span,
permanency and demography.  It should
be added that we are mainly concerned
with the heart of the city, in this case the
high-rise downtown commercial/residential
portion of the city which gives Abu Dhabi
its main features, image, and skyline.

Town Planning and Bylaw Constraints

Concerning town planning constraints, we
shall be examining legal issues concerning
plot size, building bylaws, Arab/Islamic
heritage, parking, and transportation.

Plot sizes are, on the whole, very small in
Abu Dhabi. This is identifiable by the
following photographs illustrating typical
plot parcels and the space between them.
 The vast majority of plots in Abu Dhabi
are 80 X 50 feet, which is small by any
standards.  These are followed by plots
of 80 X 80 feet and 100 X 100 feet.  There
are naturally some plots that carry sizes
in between and some that are larger. Yet,
these three sizes represent about 90% of
plots for commercial/residential multistory
development.  For multistory buildings with
an average height of 20 stories, such plots
are indeed small and leave very little room
for architectural maneuvering.  These plots
are also far too small to allow for
economically viable underground parking
provisions.

If we were to take such plot sizes in
conjunction with the standard system of
having 10-40 feet separating plots (the
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norm being 10 feet), the result is a
stereotype effect of building after building,
without the creation of a sense of urbanism
more common in central city blocks
elsewhere.  Traditionally, urban areas are
formed by far more expansive building
blocks with clearer continuity.  All of which
gives an urban fabric to a city, which is to
a large extent missing here.

Probably the single most critical bylaw
which has implanted a very stereo-type
image to the standard Abu Dhabi building
is the system of allowing for cantilevers of
1.5 meters above mezzanine level which
not only awkwardly subdivides a building
but normally has a detrimental effect on
architectural quality.   This law also needs
to be considered together with the overall
commercial approach to architecture and
buildings in general.  This translates, in
architectural term, to the demand for an
absolute maximization of floor-space as
permitted by town planning regulations.
Architecture has thus become solely a
business proposition.

Cantilevers are thus taken up all around
the plot to the maximum possible, and
balconies are considered as waste of
usable floor-space.  This law not only
produces the stereo type building referred
to earlier but is also a poor model from the
point of view of architectural quality and
internal living environment.

Having reviewed the most critical
"objective” town planning constraints on
architectural quality we now look into the
Arab/Islamic image requirement which
results in the most subjective constraint.
The "Arab/Islamic" control on the image
or treatment of building facades is at best
a superficial intervention and results in
architectural pastiche.  There is no
tradit ional Arab/Islamic high-r ise
architectural tradition barring the
exceptional North Yemeni and Hadhrami
tradition of up to 8-10 floors.  However
such architecture is unique for its own

specific context and less applicable to
modern high-rise buildings.  Thus attempts
to transplant "Arab/Islamic" traditions
prevalent in low-rise inward looking
buildings to modern high-rise outward
looking buildings are invariably superficial
and not based on an acceptable set of
principles.

The use or more often abuse of so called
Islamic features in high rise buildings can
be seen in the following photographs of
typical buildings. One can notice the
prevalence of arches of different form and
size including circular, flat, stepped, and
pointed arches that can sometimes be
seen in the same building.  In addition to
arches the use of Islamic decorative motifs
and patterns covering remaining areas
typify the results.

Transportation planning and parking in
general have not been given their due
importance with regular upgrading of roads
and intersections in particular being
necessary to cope with steadily increasing
traffic flows and car ownership.  Such
short-term measures cannot result in
satisfactory technical solutions, as long as
there is an absence of a comprehensive
city-planning framework in the form of a
well-studied land use and transportation
structure plan for the city.  It is evident that
growth and development has not been
governed by a medium or long term view,
and the crux of the problem lies in this.
Parking, as can be seen in the
photographs, is reduced to at grade parking
around the buildings, wherever land
permits.  This results in a generally poor
environmental context for the tall urban
structures. The visual effect is one of a
mass of vehicles surrounding most
buildings.  It also leaves little room for a
well-studied and expansive pedestrian
environment. Furthermore, the result is a
gross under-supply of parking with the
demand being partially catered for by illegal
parking.

It is clear that with far larger building plots
not only can introducing underground
parking floors solve the parking problem,
but also the architectural quality of buildings
can be vastly improved. With this approach
in mind, a relatively simple exercise in land
use management can prove that with a
different approach to land use the same
floor-space can be achieved with lower
building heights and with a greatly
improved pedestrian environment.  The
city must also serve “man” and not just
the “car”.

It is thus evident that the existing “Town
planning” framework constrains and is not
conducive to an improved quality of
“Architecture.” As has been discussed at
some length here, the question of
determining an architecture that belongs
to the region is a complicated issue
requiring considerable courage and
inventiveness at both the urban or planning
level, as well as at the specific architectural
level.  These micro and macro issues must
be dealt with together as they are
inextricably inter-connected.  Only with
this approach can we reach a meaningful
vernacular language for architecture and
not by the existing basically superficial and
subjective approach.

This lesson would apply in differing degrees
to most rapidly growing cities in the
developing world,  and therefore
meaningfully addressing this subject
becomes truly important.

Commercial and Economic
Considerations

There is little time available in the context
of this talk to discuss commercial and
economic considerations in any depth.  In
brief, there is a very short-term viewpoint
and in general terms a very commercial
approach to the design process for multi-
story buildings.  Buildings do not become
history and there is little if any memory
built in to them.   There is insufficient
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incentive to develop buildings that last, as
often the government gives the plot with
100% funding at negligible interest. The
extreme commercial consideration of
getting maximum personal return on
government investment in the shortest
time span again leads to looking no more
than a few years ahead, and the
development and growth of the city
becomes solely a business proposition
with a very short-term time framework.

It should also be noted that the high-rise
apartment buildings, which give the city
its image, are owned by nationals, but
rarely lived in by nationals.

This overview of constraints on
architectural qual i ty and missed
opportunities is intended to be a frank and
honest expose of the facts.  Certain
mistakes have been made in the past both
in terms of quality, especially in solutions
for high-rise housing. It is our hope that
an open discussion on these issues will
allow the next generation of architectural
works to be more appropriate for residential
purposes and of a higher quality.  A longer
term view will have to come in time with
the implicit review of the urban planning
framework which is an absolute pre-
requisite, and this in turn will dictate a far
better quality of architecture.

4. Contemporary  Architecture in  Abu
Dhabi ( The  New Architecture)

In concluding the previous section on
constraints and opportunities, it was
mentioned that a better quality of
architecture has begun to emerge over
the past 10 years.  The country and its
people have advanced rapidly and are
now beginning to demand much better
buildings. This is particularly the case with
government or semi-government related
clients who have a long-term view and are
now aware of what good or certainly better
architecture is, and are prepared to pay

for it. It should be stressed that government
and quasi government buildings are not
really subject to the constraints described
earlier in this presentation, which apply
mainly to commercial/residential buildings.
 However it must also be stated that the
former represent a very small percentage
of buildings in Abu Dhabi whereas the
latter commercial buildings represent the
vast majority and give Abu Dhabi its
particular image.  It is on this aspect that
the talk has concentrated.

Most buildings presented here have been
the subjects of architectural competitions
prior to award. The intention is to refrain
from subjective speculation on what is
good or bad architecture, but rather to
concentrate on projects, which can be,
described fairy objectively as having a
certain architectural quality.  Specific
positive or negative aspects or missed
opportunities may also be highlighted.
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